
CRESSING PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Class 4 – Parent Information 

Summer Term 2016 

Dear Parents,  

Class 4’s topic this term is Ancient Greece. This will link well with any cross curricular 

work which we cover related to the Olympics. We will be looking closely at key events, 

locations and characters from Ancient Greece and the legacy which it has left for us 

today. The children will be using research skills from a range of sources and representing 

this information in a variety of ways. The topic will also be studied through other subject 

areas such as literacy, geography, ICT, games, art & design, design and technology and 

music. During the course of this term we will be covering work in the following areas: 

 

Literacy 

Fiction – stories set in a historical context including myths and fables 

from Ancient Greece,  

Plays – looking at dramatic conventions through reading play scripts and 

also writing own plays. 

Non-fiction – travel guides, information texts, persuasive writing and 

debate. 

Poetry  

 

 

Maths 

Number, place value and rounding, approximation and estimation. 

Addition and subtraction working with 4 digit and 5 digit numbers. 

Multiplying 3 digits by one digit and multiplying 2 digits by 2 digits. All 

using a short formal method. 

In division we will be using the bus stop method to divide 3 and 4 digit 

numbers by one digit. 

Percentages, decimals and fractions. 

Measures: area and perimeter. 

Geometry: properties of shapes. 

Geometry: position, direction, co-ordinates, motion. 
 

Science 
In this term’s topic the children learn about forces and machines. 

Starting with the force of gravity, they then study friction forces, 

including air and water resistance, before investigating how simple 

machines work. 
 

ICT 

 

 

Religious Education 

Judaism 

Moses, the Exodus and the festival of Pesach 

Journey to the promised land 

In both these topics the children will be looking at the history of the 

Jewish people and understanding why it is still relevant to some people 

today 

 

History/Geography 

 

 

Design Technology 

 

This term the children will learn about classifying various plants and 

animals, and what they need to survive.   

 

Art & Design 
The children will study the human form in relation to the athletes in this 

summer’s Olympic Games. 



 

Music 
The children will be listening and dancing to Greek music, looking at 

Greek instruments (ancient and modern) and singing Greek songs.  

PE & Games Athletics – running, jumping and throwing with opportunities to link with 

ICT for recording and presenting data. 

Rounders & cricket skills and games. Skills include fielding techniques, 

throwing, batting, bowling, catching and working as part of a team. 
 

French 
 

En vacances 

 

Homework 

At Cressing School homework will be given out on Tuesdays in their homework books by 

Miss Musso and will always be due in on the Monday morning of the following week. Please 

ensure that your child completes their home learning in their books on time and to a good 

standard. 

Their homework will include 

 a piece of homework linked to maths/English 

 their spellings for that week 

 a timetable to practice (in class 4 up to and including 12x12). 

 

Cressing School believes that homework is essential for the child’s progress. Please 

support the children’s learning by encouraging them to complete their homework.  

 

Other online homework resources include  

 Spellodrome  

 Mathletics. 

 

Rewards for completing the homework include housepoints and class clouds.  

 

Reading 

We would appreciate it if you could encourage your child to read every day for at least 

10 minutes and record this in their yellow reading diaries. These diaries also give you an 

opportunity to communicate on a regular basis with the class teachers. 

 

If you wish to discuss any issues concerning your child with either Mrs Watson or Miss 

Musso we will be pleased to see you briefly before school or after school if you make an 

appointment in advance. 

Yours truly 

 

 

Mrs Watson                                                      Miss Musso 

(Class 4 teachers) 

 

 

 



 

 


